Competition and Markets Authority
25 Cabot Square
London
E14 4QZ
general.enquiries@cma.gov.uk
16 February 2022
Dear Sir/Madam,
Complaint Vs ‘Organic’ Salmon Sold by Ocado & Sainsbury’s with false green claims;
namely: “responsibly sourced”, “farmed responsibly”, “responsible use of the
environment” and “raised responsibly”& “100% Scottish”
Please consider this a formal complaint by Scamon Scotland against Ocado and Sainsbury’s and
their supplier Mowi for breaches of trading and advertising standards over ‘organic’ Scottish
salmon certified by the Soil Association and the Aquaculture Stewardship Council. Scamon
Scotland maintains that the marketing and advertising of ‘organic’ Scottish salmon as
“responsibly sourced” and “farmed responsibly” represents a breach of The Consumer Protection
from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 with respect to Regulation 5 (Misleading Actions) and
Regulation 6 (Misleading Omissions).

Scamon Scotland (formerly Scottish Salmon Watch) maintains that Ocado and Sainsbury’s – as
well as their supplier Mowi and certifiers (the Soil Association, Aquaculture Stewardship
Council and RSPCA Assured) - are in breach of the ‘Green Claims Code’ published by the
Competition and Markets Authority in September 2021:

Specifically in relation to ‘business-to-consumer claims’ detailed on p8-9:

Scamon Scotland’s complaint is published online today via:
Complaint vs Ocado & Sainsbury's 'Organic' Scottish Salmon "Farmed Responsibly" by Mowi
Filed with Trading & Advertising Standards
As background to our complaint, Scamon Scotland filed an online complaint with Ocado on 3
February but on 7 February Ocado passed the buck onto Mowi and failed to provide any
evidence to substantiate their green claims:
“Having investigated together with the supplier, we can confirm that all organic salmon from
Mowi is sourced from farms that are fully accredited by the Soil Association. Rest assured, we
have very high standards for all our suppliers when it comes to the welfare of animals. If you
have any specific queries relating to Mowi products, we'd suggest you contact them directly.”
Scamon Scotland’s request to Mowi on 8 February to provide substantive evidence to back up
their claims has gone unanswered and as of today (16 February 2022) Ocado has failed to
remove the misleading claims. Hence this complaint to Trading Standards (copied to
Advertising Standards).
Correspondence with Ocado and Mowi is attached as an Appendix and is available online via:
Mowi Challenged to Back Up 'Green Claims' (After Ocado Pass the Buck)!
Mowi's "100% Scottish" Salmon Imported from Ireland - 100% 'Organic' Bullshit!
Organic Scamon: Ocado Challenged Over Mowi's 'Responsibly' Farmed Salmon - 100% Bullshit
not 100% Scottish!

Scamon Scotland’s complaint focuses on Ocado and Sainsbury’s ‘organic’ Scottish salmon (both
sourced from Mowi). Here’s the online marketing from Ocado for ‘Mowi Organic Smoked
Salmon Slices’ (another product – Mowi Organic Salmon Fillets – is also marketed online):

Here’s a photo of Sainsbury’s ‘So Organic’ Scottish smoked salmon bought in their store in
Upton on the Wirral on Saturday 12 February 2022:

The packaging features the “Farmed Responsibly” ASC logo on the front (with the RSPCA logo
on the back) although the online marketing still features the RSPCA logo on the front:

The offending Sainsbury’s product carries the false green claim “responsibly sourced” on the
front of the pack and on the back it claims that “this product come from a farm that has been
independently certified to the ASC’s standard for responsibly farmed seafood”:

The ‘organic’ Scottish salmon products sold by Ocado and Sainsbury’s are clearly marketed to
consumers as green and environmentally responsible. Scamon Scotland believes these green
claims represent a clear cut case of deceptive marketing and false advertising.

Scamon Scotland takes issue with the specific green claims made by Ocado and Sainsbury’s;
namely:
1) “Responsibly Sourced”
2) “Raised Responsibly”
3) “Responsible Use of the Environment”
4) “Farmed Responsibly”
5) “Responsibly Farmed”
We ask Trading Standards to investigate these claims and for them to be removed from the
marketplace accordingly.
Before substantive evidence is presented against the above green claims, another false claim by
Ocado can be easily addressed. The marketing blurb for Ocado’s ‘organic’ Mowi salmon claims
that “MOWI Organic salmon fillets are 100% Scottish”. This is patently untrue since Mowi
imports salmon eggs (ova) and young salmon (parr and smolts) from Ireland for on-growing in
Scotland.
As Scamon Scotland reported earlier this month (8 February 2022):
A Freedom of Information disclosure by the Scottish Government late last week (4 February
2022) blows out of the water marketing and advertising claims made by online supermarket
Ocado that Mowi's 'organic' salmon is "100% Scottish". Here's trade data disclosed by the
Scottish Government via FOI-2022-00272899 detailing 300,000 parr (young salmon) imported
from Mowi in Ireland to on-growing in Mowi's controversial Loch Ness salmon farm:

Scottish Salmon Watch reported last month that the vast majority of ova used on 'Scottish'
salmon farms are imported from Iceland, Ireland and Norway so are not "100% Scottish" as
claimed by Ocado. The FOI disclosure from the Scottish Government revealed that 582,000
salmon smolts were imported from Ireland in April 2020 to on-grow on Norwegian-owned
Mowi's 'organic' salmon farms in Loch Harport and Sconser on the Isle of Skye:

Scottish Salmon Watch reported in July 2021 that Mowi imported smolts from Ireland for their
'organic' salmon farm at Sconser. Case Information' slipped out by the Scottish Government's
Fish Health Inspectorate revealed that the origin of Mowi's '100% Scottish' organic salmon was
100% Irish (and the ova - salmon eggs - used to source the smolts may well have originally been
imported from Iceland or Norway).

Scamon Scotland now focuses on the five false green claims; namely: “Responsibly Sourced”
(Sainsbury’s), “Raised Responsibly” (Ocado), “Responsible Use of the Environment” (Ocado),
“Farmed Responsibly” (Sainsbury’s) and “Responsibly Farmed” (Sainsbury’s).
In terms of Sainsbury’s the ‘So Organic’ Scottish smoked salmon product claims to be
“responsibly sourced” from Loch Sunart where Mowi is the only salmon farming company (at
other times of the year Sainsbury’s has sold ‘organic’ salmon “responsibly sourced” from other
Mowi salmon farms in Loch Harport, Sconser, Loch Leven and Loch Ewe).
The Ocado ‘organic’ Mowi salmon does not give a location but Fish Farming Expert reported in
December 2022:
“Mowi Scotland’s Invasion Bay farm in Loch Sunart has received organic certification from the
UK Soil Association. The site is Mowi Scotland’s fourth seawater farm to attain Soil
Association certification in just over a year. Its Loch Leven site gained certification towards the
end of last year, and the Sconser and Harport sites on Skye were certified in March and April
2021 respectively. The company is now working on additional sites to add to the organic
portfolio.”
Consumers probably believe that ‘organic’ salmon is environmentally friendly and ‘responsible’.
However, salmon certified by the Soil Association is permitted to be farmed with toxic
chemicals. The Soil Association should be ashamed for corroding their 'organic' principles by
certifying toxic salmon farms:
Toxic Salmon Corrodes Soil Association's 'Organic' Principles
Please Ban Deltamethrin Use by Scottish Salmon Pharmers!
Data sourced from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency - submitted by salmon farming
companies and published online via ‘Scotland’s Aquaculture’ – reveals how ‘organic’ salmon
farms are using toxic chemicals. For example, Mowi's 'organic' salmon farm in Loch Sunart at
Invasion Bay used 13 doses of toxic chemicals between January 2019 and June 2021 including
lobster-killing Deltamethrin and Azamethiphios and crustacean-killing Emamectin benzoate:

In data reported for July 2021, Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Invasion Bay in Loch Sunart
used the lobster-killing chemical Deltamethrin:

Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Callert in Loch Leven also used the lobster-killing chemical
Deltamethrin in November 2020:

A peer-reviewed scientific paper published in the journal Environmental Pollution in September
2020 details just how toxic Deltamethrin and Azamethiphos are to shellfish:

Yet the Soil Association has recklessly and irresponsibly permitted the use of Deltamethrin
under ‘organic’ standards for salmon farms.

Data for toxic chemical use since September 2021 is still not publicly available but is expected to
be published via Scotland’s Aquaculture next month. Even then the data does NOT include toxic
chemical use of Deltamethrin and Azamethiphos via wellboats or any use of Hydrogen Peroxide
(shown by peer-reviewed science to kill shellfish and seaweeds).
The Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture accessed data on the use of Hydrogen
Peroxide back in 2017 via a Freedom of Information disclosure from the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency – detailing the use of 19.6 million litres of Hydrogen Peroxide by salmon
farms in 2015 including at Marine Harvest’s (renamed Mowi in 2019) ‘organic’ salmon farm in
Loch Ewe and other salmon farms now certified as “farmed responsibly” via the ASC:

The irresponsible use of toxic chemicals by Mowi – including at ‘organic’ and ASC-certified
sites - has previously been investigated via:
Mowi's Pure Bullshit (#1 in a regular series): "hardly any chemical treatments at all"
Toxic Scottish Salmon - Chemical Use Doubles Since 2018!
Open letter to the ASC: Please cancel all certification of Mowi's toxic Scottish salmon!
Mowi's 'Host' With the Most....Toxic Chemicals & Antibiotics (certified as "responsibly farmed"
by the ASC)!

Here's the highest reported monthly uses of Deltamethrin since January 2018 (data up to
September 2021) – which includes Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Portnalong in Loch
Harport:

Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm in Loch Ewe – certified by the Soil Association – used the
lobster-killing chemical Deltamethrin in August 2020 following an outbreak of Anaemia,
Amoebic Gill Disease and severe Proliferative Gill Disease:

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s Loch Ewe salmon farm in November 2018 we
uncovered mass mortalities and disease-ridden skinless salmon:

The head of Mowi’s environment team claimed in July 2021 that “no chemicals are used in
raising the fish, and ‘medication’ is kept to a minimum” at their ‘organic’ salmon farm in Loch
Harport. However, information published via ‘Scotland’s Aquaculture’ reveals that the toxic
chemicals Salmosan (Azamethiphos) and Alphamax (Deltamethrin) – both shown by peerreviewed science to be lethal to shellfish – were used at Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Loch
Harport in November 2021 with an ‘Advisory Letter’ sent by the Scottish Government in
December 2021 warning Mowi of repeated breaches of lice limits. Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon
farms at Sconser and Invasion Bay have also been guilty of breaching lice limits with so-called
‘cleaner fish’ used at Mowi’s organic salmon farms in Loch Harport and at Invasion Bay in Loch
Sunart:

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s Sconser salmon farm on the Isle of Skye in
November 2018 we found dead lumpfish in bins with farmed salmon:

The welfare nightmare of using cleaner fish (wrasse caught in the wild and farmed; and farmed
lumpfish) was raised earlier this month (1 February 2022) by Scamon Scotland – including 4,971
dead cleaner fish at Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Invasion Bay in Loch Sunart:

'Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate for an
inspection in August 2021 (Case 2021-0234, p25-46) details mortalites in lumpfish of up to
1,613 in a week due to Pseudomonas (a bacterial disease), wounds and fin damage and
'emancipation' (which by strict definition means "the freeing of someone from slavery") at
Mowi's ‘organic’ salmon farm at Invasion Bay in Loch Sunart (a site also certified as "farmed
responsibly" by the ASC):

Another metric of ‘responsibility’ - or more aptly of ‘irresponsibility’ - is the mortality rate on
salmon farms. Scottish Salmon Watch reported in December 2021 that Mowi’s Loch Harport
salmon farm – certified by the Soil Association as ‘organic’ – had a mortality rate of 17.3%
(that’s one in six ‘organic’ salmon dying) which was higher than other non-organic sites:

Mortality data for Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Invasion Bay in Loch Sunart is not published
yet as the site is not yet harvested out (or the data has still not been published). However,
mortality data published by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate reports mass
mortalities at Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farms in Loch Harport, Loch Ewe and at Sconser with
Cardiomyopapthy Syndrome, Anaemia, Proliferative Gill Disease and Amoebic Gill Disease:

Consumers would be forgiven for thinking that ‘organic’ salmon reached their plates free of
diseases, toxic chemicals and the use of antibiotics. However, even antibiotics have been used at
‘organic’ salmon farms in Scotland – here’s data on antibiotic use disclosed by SEPA via
Freedom of Information earlier this month (2 February 2022):

The use of antibiotics by Mowi at Soil Association certified ‘organic’ salmon farms at Invasion
Bay in Loch Sunart, in Loch Ewe, Loch Harport (Portnalong) and Balmeanach Bay at Sconser is
the antithesis of responsibility – especially in the context of antibiotics resistance and chemical
contamination of the sea-bed under salmon farms. How can the use of Florfenicol (Florocol) and
Oxytetracycline (Aquatet) be branded in any way as “responsible” via ‘organic’ certification?
Yet the Soil Association’s salmon standards permit the use of antibiotics. Data published in
December 2021 reveals that antibiotic use on salmon farms in Scotland increased 14-fold
between 2015 and 2019 and then doubled in 2020 (data for 2021 shows even further increases)!

Scamon Scotland takes issue with Ocado's marketing claim that: "MOWI organic salmon (and
their feed) is fully traceable plus independent and regularly audited to ensure a responsible use of
the environment". The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) - the one truly
independent agency responsible for auditing environmental impacts – has not regularly or
recently conducted any environmental monitoring surveys or concluded in any shape or form
that Mowi is responsible.
The Ferret and Sunday National reported earlier this month (6 February 2022) that SEPA has not
been able to perform their environmental functions for years due to a cyber attack. Scamon
Scotland understands that SEPA no longer conducts environmental monitoring surveys or audits
of salmon farms. More background is detailed via:
Fish Farm Pollution Rules Relaced for Brexit
Environmental rules for salmon farming industry relaxed
Under the Cloak of Coronavirus: SEPA open the floodgates to lobster-killing chemicals!
In fact, there is no published data on environmental monitoring survey of any salmon farm in
Scotland since March 2020. The last environmental monitoring survey of Mowi’s ‘organic’
salmon farm at Invasion Bay in Loch Sunart (the current supplier of ‘organic’ salmon for
Sainsbury’s and presumably Ocado) was in 2018 and it was classified as “Unsatisfactory” (i.e. it
failed). Other environmental surveys in 2016, 2014 and 2006 reported “Unsatisfactory” results:

Go back even further and BBC presenter John Humphrys recounts an “absolutely horrifying”
dive under a salmon farm in Loch Sunart in his 2002 book ‘The Great Food Gamble’.

You don’t need to be a Mastermind to understand that a farming system which discharges
untreated waste effluents directly into the sea can cause environmental pollution. Here’s video
footage of the “filth on the floor” from under a salmon farm operated by Mowi (broadcast by
BBC Panorama in May 2019):

SEPA has not published ‘emissions’ data on the waste effluents discharged by salmon farms for
2020 or 2021 (it may be available on the Dark Web via the cyber-hackers behind the ransom
attempt on SEPA in 2020). However, data on annual emissions of copper, zinc, nitrogen,
phosphorus and carbon is available for 2019 – here’s the waste discharges for Mowi’s ‘organic’
salmon farm at Invasion Bay in Loch Sunart:

And here are the waste discharges for Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon at Sconser on the Isle of Skye in
2019:

In layman terms, salmon farms discharge untreated waste effluents (including toxic chemicals
and antibiotics) directly into the sea with zero sewage treatment. To put the pollution into
perspective, The Herald reported in 2018:

Given the untreated plumes of waste effluents spewing from salmon farms across Scotland it is
not surprising that they cause environmental pollution under the cages. If you look at the

environmental monitoring survey data published by SEPA for Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon at
Sconser (Balmeanach Bay) you can see that the Soil Association certified site was classified as
“Unsatisfactory” in 2017, 2015, 2014, 2010, 2008 and 2006:

If you dare to take a peek at the environmental monitoring surveys published by SEPA for
Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm in Loch Ewe there’s a similar picture of irresponsible benthic
pollution of the marine environment with “Unsatisfactory” surveys 2018, 2017, 2015, 2013,
2011, 2009 and 2006. Benthic pollution was behind the closure of Mowi’s Loch Ewe salmon
farm according to Salmon & Trout Conservation.

Here’s the “Unsatisfactory” nature of ‘organic’ salmon farming in black and white via
‘Scotland’s Aquaculture’:

Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Portnalong in Loch Harport (Loch Bracadale) was classified by
SEPA as “Unsatisfactory” in 2019, 2010 and 2001 – how irresponsible of this Soil Association
certified site:

Moreover, SEPA has not published data on environmental surveys for chemical residues under
salmon farms since July 2020 (presumably because SEPA no longer conducts environmental
monitoring of salmon farms). When SEPA did conduct environmental monitoring of chemical
contamination under salmon farms, Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Callert in Loch Leven
breached the Environmental Quality Standard for the crustacean-killing chemical Emamectin
benzoate in a survey published in 2011 and in other surveys published in 2003 and 2002:

Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Portnalong in Loch Harport (Loch Bracadale) breached the
Environmental Quality Standard for the crustacean-killing chemical Emamectin benzoate in
surveys published by SEPA in 2015, 2010, 2008, 2006, 2003 and 2002.
Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Invasion Bay in Loch Sunart breached the Environmental
Quality Standard for the crustacean-killing chemical Emamectin benzoate in surveys published
by SEPA in 2018, 2016, 2014 and 2010.
Mowi’s ‘organic’ salmon farm at Sconser in Balmeanach Bay breached the Environmental
Quality Standard for the crustacean-killing chemical Emamectin benzoate in a survey published
by SEPA in 2019.

Such was the scale of chemical contamination that the front page of The Sunday Herald reported
on the scandal back in 2017:

How on earth can a product farmed with repeated breaches of environmental standards via the
use of toxic chemicals be in any way marketed as “responsible” and ‘organic’?

Scamon Scotland maintains that there is no substantive difference between ‘organic’ salmon and
conventionally farmed salmon. Scamon Scotland believes that so-called 'organic scamon’ is a
scam, sham and a consumer con.
The vast majority of Scottish salmon products are marketed and advertised as “responsibly
sourced” and “responsibly farmed” with the ASC’s “farmed responsibly” logo stamped on both
conventional and ‘organic’ products. This is shameless greenwashing of toxic Scottish salmon
via the Soil Association, ASC and RSPCA Assured.

Scamon Scotland recommends that the Soil Association withdraw from certifying salmon farms
as ‘organic’ and that the ASC changes their marketing logo to better reflect the reality of
irresponsible salmon farming.

Back in 2006, award-winning food writer Joanna Blythman wrote in The Observer:

BBC News reported in 2006:

Back in 2018, Salmon & Trout Conservation lambasted the con of ‘organic’ salmon:

Yet the Soil Association has corroded their principles to welcome the toxic salmon farming
industry into the ‘organic’ movement. The latest version of the Soil Association's 'organic'
salmon standards (published in February 2021) shamefully permits the use of the lobster-killing
chemical Deltamethrin:

Suffice to say that complaints against ‘organic’ Scottish salmon will only increase as the industry
– especially Norwegian behemoth Mowi – target increased production of ‘organic’ salmon in a
desperate attempt to greenwash their toxic business. Scottish Salmon Watch reported in October
2021 how ‘organic’ salmon farming had trebled in a year as the Soil Association rakes in the
Salmoney!

Scamon Scotland therefore seeks a ruling against Ocado and Sainsbury’s marketing of ‘organic’
Scottish salmon – sourced from Mowi – as “responsibly sourced”, “farmed responsibly”,
“responsible use of the environment” and “raised responsibly”.
As context, Scottish Salmon Watch (rebranded Scamon Scotland on 1 February 2022) filed
complaints against supermarkets including Sainsbury’s for breach of The Consumer Protection
from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 with respect to Regulation 5 (Misleading Actions) and
Regulation 6 (Misleading Omissions) in terms of marketing and advertising Scottish salmon as
“responsibly farmed” and “responsibly sourced”. Key documents detailing hard evidence to
back up the complaints are online via:
Trading Standards & CMA Letter of Complaint Vs Supermarkets (19 November 2021)
Hard Evidence Vs 'Responsibly Farmed' & 'Responsibly Sourced' Scottish Salmon (submitted to
Trading Standards & the CMA on 19 November 2021)

Advertising Standards Authority Complaint & Hard Evidence Vs 'Responsibly Farmed' Mowi
salmon sold by Tesco & Sainsbury's (19 November 2021)
More background is available online via:
Irresponsibly Farmed Scottish Salmon - Complaints Filed Vs Supermarkets with Advertising &
Trading Standards!
Supermarkets Investigated by Competition and Markets Authority - "Responsibly
Farmed/Sourced" Green Claims Questioned!
Bullshit Called on M&S's "Responsibly Sourced" Scottish Salmon!
Gotcha: Mowi's "Responsibly Farmed" Scottish Salmon Caught in Advertising Standards Net!

The scam of ‘sustainable’ and ‘responsible’ Scottish is showcased further via:
Greenwashing 'Sustainable' Salmon - how supermarkets brand themselves as "responsible" via
ClientEarth!

Scamon Alert: The Pished Fish Challenged Over "Sustainably Sourced" Scottish Salmon
Victory: The Pished Fish Sobers Up to False Claims Over "Sustainable" Scottish Salmon!
Scottish salmon firm drops ‘sustainable’ branding

Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scamon Scotland
Cc: Advertising Standards Authority:
enquiries@asa.org.uk; davidb@ASA.Org.UK and celiah@asa.org.uk
National Trading Standards: nationaltradingstandards@actso.org.uk
Soil Association
Aquaculture Stewardship Council

Appendix:
Scamon Scotland submitted an online complaint with Ocado on 3 February 2022:

Before filing a formal complaint with Trading and Advertising Standards, could Ocado please
provide specific details to substantiate your claims about Mowi's 'Organic' Smoked Salmon
marketed online via:
https://www.ocado.com/products/mowi-organic-smoked-salmon576903011?ds_rl=1291426&ds_rl=1291531&gclid=Cj0KCQiA9OiPBhCOARIsAI0y71DvcTJ3
NJ4jOx97DaUE_aIyAbf1zMjZpdvVrjPvBRSsYFCxGFmytE4aApBrEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
Ocado claims under 'Product Information' that Mowi's 'organic' salmon is "independently and
regularly audited to ensure a responsible use of the environment".
Scamon Scotland understands that the Scottish Environment Protection Agency no longer
conducts environmental monitoring surveys or audits of salmon farms - please read:
https://theferret.scot/fish-farm-pollution-rules-relaxed-brexit/
https://theferret.scot/environmental-rules-salmon-farming-relaxed/
In fact, there is no published data on environmental monitoring surveys since March 2020:
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/environmental_monitoring_surveys.aspx

And there is no published data on environmental surveys for chemical residues under salmon
farms since July 2020:
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/sealice_in_feed_treatment_residues.aspx
If Ocado is referring to RSPCA, ASC or Soil Association audits these are not independent as
they are industry schemes which are no more than greenwashing the toxic salmon farming
industry:
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/07/rspca-compromised-by-cash-industrybias.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/01/open-letter-to-the-asc-please-cancel-allcertification-of-toxic-scottish-salmon-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/toxic-salmon-corrodes-soil-associationprinciples.html
Ocado's claim that Mowi's organic salmon is "100% Scottish" is undermined by the fact that ca.
90% of 'Scottish' salmon is sourced from ova (eggs) imported from Iceland, Ireland and Norway
and the fact that Mowi imports smolts from Ireland to on-grow on 'organic' salmon farms at
Sconser and Harport on the Isle of Skye.
The suggestion by Ocado that Mowi's 'organic' Scottish salmon are "raised responsibly" is
simply not true and demands clear evidence from Ocado to back up the green claims.
The implication is that Ocado's Mowi 'organic' Scottish salmon is environmentally friendly and
sustainable (as detailed in yesterday's Grocer article: https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/new-productdevelopment/premium-salmon-brand-mowi-launches-organic-lines-on-ocado/664095.article).
However, the claim of sustainability for Scottish salmon is unfounded and was debased by a
ruling by the Advertising Standards Authority back in 2019: https://theferret.scot/loch-duartsustainable-advertising/
And just last year in the United States, Mowi settled a class action lawsuit which stopped the
marketing of "sustainably sourced" Mowi salmon for 2 years:
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/mowi-settles-class-action-lawsuit-for-13million-.html
Just last month, online Scottish salmon retailer The Pished Fish deleted their "sustainable" claims
following a complaint by Scottish Salmon Watch: https://donstaniford.typepad.com/myblog/2022/01/scamon-alert-the-pished-fish-challenged-over-sustainably-sourced-scottishsalmon.html
In November 2021, Mowi's "responsibly farmed" Scottish salmon (as sold via Tesco and
Sainsbury's) was the subject of complaints filed with Trading and Advertising Standards:

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/11/gotcha-mowis-responsibly-farmed-scottishsalmon-caught-in-advertising-standards-net-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/11/irresponsibly-farmed-scottish-salmoncomplaints-filed-vs-supermarkets-with-advertising-trading-stand.html
Further background is detailed via a blog published this morning via:
"Organic Scamon: Ocado Challenged Over Mowi's 'Organic' Credentials - 100% Bullshit not
100% Scottish!": https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/02/organic-scamon-ocadochallenged-over-mowis-organic-credentials-.html
Please respond within 7 days or Scamon Scotland will file formal complaints with Trading and
Advertising Standards.
Thanks,
Don Staniford
Director, Scamon Scotland
From: Ocado Customer Services <ocado@ocado.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 3, 2022 at 7:17 PM
Subject: RE: I'd like to make a complaint REF: ##32274402##
To: salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com
Hello,
Thank you for your reply, your email is on its way to our team of advisors. We’ll do our best to
get back in touch within 24 hours.
Best wishes,
Ocado Customer Service Team
Chat & Help ocado.com/contactus | Tweet @ocado | facebook.com/ocado

From: Ocado Customer Services <ocado@ocado.com>
Date: Sat, Feb 5, 2022 at 10:53 AM
Subject: RE: I'd like to make a complaint REF: ##32274402##
To: <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Good morning Mr Staniford,
I just wanted to let you know I haven't forgotten about this - I'm still waiting for a response from

our team.
If I haven't heard anything by Monday I will chase this up for you.
If there's anything else I can do in the meantime, just let me know.
Kind regards,
Emily Lonsdale
Ocado Customer Service Team
From: Ocado Customer Services <ocado@ocado.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 7, 2022 at 11:59 AM
Subject: RE: I'd like to make a complaint REF: ##32274402##
To: <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Good afternoon Mr Staniford,
I hope this email finds you well.
I have received the following statement from our team:
Hi there. Thank you for getting in touch and making us aware of your concerns. Having
investigated together with the supplier, we can confirm that all organic salmon from Mowi is
sourced from farms that are fully accredited by the Soil Association. Rest assured, we have very
high standards for all our suppliers when it comes to the welfare of animals. If you have any
specific queries relating to Mowi products, we'd suggest you contact them directly. Many thanks.
I hope this satisfies your query. If there's anything else I can do for you, please let me know.
Kind regards,
Emily Lonsdale
Ocado Customer Service Team
ocado.com/contactus | 0345 656 1234 | @ocado | facebook.com/ocado
Please include reference number ##32274402## in all email correspondence.

From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 7, 2022 at 12:52 PM
Subject: Re: I'd like to make a complaint REF: ##32274402##
To: Ocado Customer Services <ocado@ocado.com>
Thanks for your reply. However, your response fails to address the concerns raised in our
complaint last week; as detailed via:
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/02/organic-scamon-ocado-challenged-overmowis-organic-credentials-.html

Specifically, Ocado has failed to substantiate the claims on your website that:
"MOWI Organic salmon fillets are 100% Scottish and raised responsibly".
As detailed in our complaint, Mowi 'organic' salmon is imported as smolts from Ireland and is
sourced from ova (eggs) which are not Scottish. Neither is Mowi salmon "raised responsibly"
(Scottish Salmon Watch detailed extensive documentation on this issue in complaints to Trading
and Advertising Standards in November 2021).
Ocado has failed to provide any evidential information at all on the false claim that Mowi
'organic' salmon is "100% Scottish" and "raised responsibly". To pass the buck onto Mowi who does not reply to emails - is simply unacceptable. Ocado is the advertiser making green
claims and you have patently failed to substantiate them which, Scamon Scotland believes, is a
breach of the green claims code.
Furthermore, as detailed in our complaint last week, Scamon Scotland takes issue with Ocado's
marketing claim that: "MOWI organic salmon (and their feed) is fully traceable plus independent
and regularly audited to ensure a responsible use of the environment".
The Soil Association profits from certification of farmed salmon as 'organic' even if it is liceinfested and it is farmed via the use of toxic chemicals. Nor has the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (SEPA) - the one truly independent agency responsible for auditing
environmental impacts - regularly or recently conducted any environmental monitoring surveys
or concluded in any shape or form that Mowi is responsible.
In fact, The Ferret and Sunday National reported yesterday that SEPA has not been able to
perform their environmental functions for years due to a cyber attack:
https://theferret.scot/pollution-data-lost-cyber-attack/

At the end of this week, Scamon Scotland will therefore be filing a formal complaint with
Trading and Advertising Standards. If Ocado wishes to reconsider and provide the substantive
documentation requested then it would be still much appreciated. If Ocado cannot provide the
substantiation requested then editing your website's marketing and advertising claims
accordingly would be a corrective step to this complaint.

Thanks,
Don Staniford
Director, Scamon Scotland

From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 8, 2022 at 10:22 AM
Subject: Re: I'd like to make a complaint REF: ##32274402##
To: Ocado Customer Services <ocado@ocado.com>
I strongly suggest your 'team' revisit your response and look at the 'Green Claims Code'
published by the Competition and Markets Agency in September 2021:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-claims-code-making-environmental-claims
The onus is clearly on Ocado - as the online retailer - to correct the misleading claims of Mowi's
products.
Details via: Mowi's "100% Scottish" Salmon Imported from Ireland - 100% 'Organic' Bullshit!
Best fishes,
Don

From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 8, 2022 at 1:15 PM
Subject: Misleading marketing claims re. Mowi salmon marketed via Ocado - please correct by
the end of this week
To: <mowi.uk@mowi.com>, <media@mowi.com>
Cc: Ocado Customer Services <ocado@ocado.com>, <contact@soilassociation.org>,
<norway@mowi.com>, <ivan.vindheim@mowi.com>, <ben.hadfield@mowi.com>
Will Mowi Scotland please substantiate the misleading claims made via Ocado's 'organic'
salmon?
As advertised online via:
https://www.ocado.com/products/mowi-organic-salmon-fillets-576899011
https://www.ocado.com/products/mowi-organic-smoked-salmon-slices-576903011
Mowi's misleading claims are as follows:
- "100% Scottish"
- "raised responsibly"
- "independently and regularly audited to ensure a responsible use of the environment"
Ocado told Scamon Scotland yesterday (7 February 2022): "Having investigated together with
the supplier, we can confirm that all organic salmon from Mowi is sourced from farms that are
fully accredited by the Soil Association. Rest assured, we have very high standards for all our
suppliers when it comes to the welfare of animals. If you have any specific queries relating to
Mowi products, we'd suggest you contact them directly."

Please see below for Scamon Scotland's complaint filed with Ocado on 3 February 2022 and
other email correspondence. This issue is also highlighted via:
Mowi's "100% Scottish" Salmon Imported from Ireland - 100% 'Organic' Bullshit!
Organic Scamon: Ocado Challenged Over Mowi's 'Responsibly' Farmed Salmon - 100% Bullshit
not 100% Scottish!

Scamon Scotland points Mowi - and Ocado who are copied into this email - to the 'Green Claims
Code' published by the Competition and Markets Authority in September 2021:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-claims-code-making-environmental-claims
p6-7 includes:

Since Mowi knowingly imports parr and smolts for on-growing as 'organic' salmon in Scotland
from Ireland (as well as depends on ova imports from outside Scotland), it is clear that the
"100% Scottish" claim by Ocado and Mowi is misleading. Scamon Scotland politely requests
that this claim is removed immediately by Mowi and Ocado. As I blogged this morning:

Here's trade data disclosed by the Scottish Government via FOI-2022-00272899 detailing
300,000 parr (young salmon) imported from Mowi in Ireland to on-growing in Mowi's
controversial Loch Ness salmon farm:

Scottish Salmon Watch reported last month that the vast majority of ova used on 'Scottish'
salmon farms are imported from Iceland, Ireland and Norway so are not "100% Scottish" as
claimed by Ocado.
The FOI disclosure from the Scottish Government revealed that 582,000 salmon smolts were
imported from Ireland in April 2020 to on-grow on Norwegian-owned Mowi's 'organic' salmon
farms in Loch Harport and Sconser on the Isle of Skye:

More details are presented via Mowi's "100% Scottish" Salmon Imported from Ireland - 100%
'Organic' Bullshit!

In terms of the claim by Mowi and Ocado that 'organic' farmed salmon is "raised responsibly",
Scamon Scotland and Scottish Salmon Watch has presented extensive evidence of how Mowi's
'organic' salmon farms (certified via the Soil Association) have discharged shellfish-killing
chemicals into the marine environment as well as suffered from lice-infestation, infectious
diseases and precipitated other environmental impacts. Scamon Scotland maintains that 'organic'
salmon is raised irresponsibly not responsibly.
Scamon Scotland believes that 'organic' salmon is a scam, sham and a consumer con. Shame on
the Soil Association for corroding their 'organic' principles by certifying toxic salmon farms read more via:
Toxic Salmon Corrodes Soil Association's 'Organic' Principles
Please Ban Deltamethrin Use by Scottish Salmon Pharmers!
For example, Mowi's 'organic' and ASC-certified salmon farm at MacLeans Nose in Loch
Sunart/Sound of Mull has reported a crustacean-killing 23 doses of toxic chemicals since January
2018 including the triple whammy of Azamethiphos, Deltamethrin and Emamectin benzoate use
in August 2021 and 10 doses of toxic chemicals in the first nine months of 2021:

Mowi's other 'organic' salmon farm in Loch Sunart at Invasion Bay used 13 doses of toxic
chemicals between January 2019 and June 2021 including lobster-killing Deltamethrin and
crustacean-killing Emamectin benzoate:

More information on Mowi's use of toxic chemicals is detailed via:

Organic Scamon: Ocado Challenged Over Mowi's 'Responsibly' Farmed Salmon - 100% Bullshit
not 100% Scottish!
Mowi's Pure Bullshit (#1 in a regular series): "hardly any chemical treatments at all"
Toxic Scottish Salmon - Chemical Use Doubles Since 2018!
Mowi's 'Host' With the Most....Toxic Chemicals & Antibiotics (certified as "responsibly farmed"
by the ASC)!

In November 2021, Scottish Salmon Watch filed complaints against supermarkets - including
Sainsburys and Tesco for marketing Mowi Scottish salmon as "responsibly farmed" - with
Advertising and Trading Standards.
Scottish Salmon Watch wrote to the Advertising Standards Authority on 19 November 2021
attaching substantive evidence to counter Mowi's "responsibly farmed" claim:
Here's a complaint filed by Scottish Salmon Watch and Animal Concern which includes 'hard
evidence' against Mowi's "responsibly farmed" Scottish salmon:
Complaint to the Advertising Standards Authority Vs ‘Responsibly Farmed’ Mowi Scottish
salmon as advertised by Tesco & Sainsbury’s (19 November 2021)
Hopefully you can take enforcement action against Tesco and Sainsbury's and work with CMA
and Trading Standards to address the issue of deceptive marketing and misleading advertising of
"responsibly farmed" and "responsibly sourced" Scottish salmon.
The Competition and Markets Authority report ‘Green Claims Code’ (20 September 2021) gives
scope for coordinated action to address false environmental claims in relation to Scottish
salmon.
There is certainly overlap in our complaints and the ASA is copied into:
Complaint to the Competition & Markets Authority and Trading Standards Vs Supermarkets
(Aldi, ASDA, Lidl, M&S, Morrisons, Sainsbury’s, Tesco & Waitrose) for deceptive marketing
of ‘Responsibly Farmed’ & ‘Responsibly Sourced’ Scottish Salmon (19 November 2021)
Hard Evidence Submitted with CMA & Trading Standards Complaint (19 November 2021)

Finally, as detailed in our complaint last week, Scamon Scotland takes issue with Ocado's
marketing claim that: "MOWI organic salmon (and their feed) is fully traceable plus independent
and regularly audited to ensure a responsible use of the environment".
The Soil Association profits from certification of farmed salmon as 'organic' even if it is liceinfested and it is farmed via the use of toxic chemicals. Nor has the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (SEPA) - the one truly independent agency responsible for auditing
environmental impacts - regularly or recently conducted any environmental monitoring surveys
or concluded in any shape or form that Mowi is responsible.

In fact, The Ferret and Sunday National reported on Sunday (6 February 2022) that SEPA has
not been able to perform their environmental functions for years due to a cyber attack:
https://theferret.scot/pollution-data-lost-cyber-attack/
Scamon Scotland understands that the Scottish Environment Protection Agency no longer
conducts environmental monitoring surveys or audits of salmon farms - please read:
https://theferret.scot/fish-farm-pollution-rules-relaxed-brexit/
https://theferret.scot/environmental-rules-salmon-farming-relaxed/
In fact, there is no published data on environmental monitoring surveys since March 2020:
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/environmental_monitoring_surveys.aspx
And there is no published data on environmental surveys for chemical residues under salmon
farms since July 2020:
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/sealice_in_feed_treatment_residues.aspx

Scamon Scotland therefore asks Mowi to substantiate the claims made via Ocado's 'organic'
salmon.
In the spirit of transparency, I have also copied into this email the Soil Association who certify
Mowi's lice-infested and chemically embalmed salmon as 'organic'.
As Scamon Scotland explained to Ocado yesterday:
At the end of this week, Scamon Scotland will therefore be filing a formal complaint with
Trading and Advertising Standards.
If Mowi wishes to provide substantive documentation to back up the misleading claims
identified above then please do so by 4pm on 11 February 2022.
Alternatively, Mowi can provide the information to Trading and Advertising Standards at a later
date.
Thanks,
Don Staniford
Director, Scamon Scotland

